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Occult, part 2 

Comparing World Religions Study 

 Astrology 

 Two of the most crucial questions people have center on identity and what happens in the future 

 Astrology claims to have the answers, offering daily horoscopes to predict individuals’ futures 

 What is astrology? 

 It is an ancient practice that assumes the position of the stars and planets has a direct influence 

upon people and events 

 Supposedly, one’s life pattern can e charted by determining the position of the stars and planets 

at the time of one’s birth (the location of birth is also important); this chart is known as the 

horoscope 

 How Astrologists justify their practice: 

 One’s future can be forecast, allegedly, because astrology asserts the unity of all things.  This is 

the belief that the Whole (or all of the universe put together) is in some way the same as the 

Part (or the individual component or man), or that the Part is a smaller reflection of the Whole.  

The position of the planets influences and produces a corresponding reaction in man.  This 

makes man a pawn in the cosmos with his life and actions pre-determined and unalterable. 

 The Problems of Astrology 

 The problem of authority 

 If everything is predetermined in conjunction with the zodiac, then how can the astrologists 

get outside of that fatalism to accurately observe it?  There is no way they can prove their 

system if they are pawns in that same system.  By contrast, as Christians we can test our 

own world view because someone, Jesus Christ, has come from outside the “system” to tell 

us, objectively, what our system is like. 

 Conflicting Systems 

 There are many systems of astrology which are diametrically opposed to each other 

 With these different systems (often differing on number of zodiac signs, etc.) employed by 

astrologers, an individual may go to two different astrologers and receive two totally 

opposed courses of behavior for the same day. 

 Earth-Centered Viewpoint 

 Astrology is based upon the premise that the planets revolve around the earth, which was 

proven false by Copernicus.  Thus, its reliability is destroyed. 

 Missing Planets 

 Most astrological charts are based upon the assumption that there are seven planets in our 

solar system (including the sun and the moon).  In ancient times, Uranus, Neptune, and 

Pluto were unobservable with the naked eye. 

 According to astrological practice, these other planets should have an effect on human 

behavior and events; yet, they are not considered.  No accurate horoscope could be charted 

without considering all the planets and their supposed influence. 
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 Twins 

 Since they are born at exactly the same time and place, they should have the same destiny.  

Obviously, this is not the case, which causes a good deal of embarrassment for astrologers. 

 Limited Perspective 

 Astrology was born in an area close to the equator and did not take into consideration those 

living in latitudes where the zodiac signs do not appear for the same periods of time.  This 

means those living in the higher latitudes (Alaska, etc.) have no planetary influence in their 

lives, for it is almost impossible to calculate what point of the zodiac is rising on the horizon 

above the Arctic circle 

 No Scientific Verification 

 Any statistics to support the claims of astrologers do not exists.  Even scientists admit this. 

 Incorrect Time of Reckoning 

 Another problem is that horoscopes are cast at the time of birth, not conception.  Since all 

the hereditary factors are determined at conception, it should logically follow that the 

planets could begin influencing the person’s destiny immediately after conception. 

 The Shifting Constellations 

 No constellation ever appears the same way, in the same exact location and time as before. 

 The Bible and Astrology 

 The Scriptures make it clear that any type of astrological practice is severely condemned by God, 

for it attempts to understand the future through occultic means rather than through God’s 

divinely inspired Word. 

 Isaiah 47:13-15; Deuteronomy 4:19; Daniel 2:27-28 

 Dangers of Astrology 

 Trying to run your life by it; since it has no basis in reality, you run the risk of great loss (money, 

friends, etc.) 

 The fatalistic view of astrology, seeing it as predetermined by the planets and stars, is very 

discouraging.  Some have even tried to manipulate the time of labor and delivery to have a baby 

born under a certain sign. 

 Why do people believe in astrology? 

 If one reads a horoscope, even in a cursory manner, he will be struck with the general and 

ambiguous nature of the statements, which can be pointed to as fulfilling anything and 

everything. 

Fortunetelling 

 It is the art of forecasting the future supposedly by supernatural means; it is an ancient practice still 

popular today 

 It is also known as divination; the one who practices is known as a diviner; the diviner makes use of 

various props to receive his supernatural knowledge, including palmistry, cartomancy, mirror 

mantic, and psychometry 

 Some debate whether fortunetellers are just good con artists; what is not debatable is the fact that 

any and all types of attempting to divine the future through fortunetelling is an abomination to God.  
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God has already revealed to us in His Word the basic program for the future, and He condemns in 

the strongest of terms those who would try to find out what is going to occur without consulting 

Him. 

 Palimistry 

 The art of divination from the shape and markings of the hands and fingers 

 There is, however, no testable, scientific evidence that it works 

 Cartomancy (Tarot Cards) 

 Supposedly these cards hold the secrets to the future 

 There is nothing scientific about Tarot cards.   

 The reader claims to hear from spirit guides as he interprets the meaning of the cards for an 

individual 

 Mirro Mantic 

 Crystal balls, mirrors, rock crystals or still water as “mirrors of the future” 

 This is an ancient method of divination 

 The one gazing into the crystal supposedly enters a state of clairvoyance where he can see 

events and things happening at the present or the future, regardless of distance from the 

diviner 

 The crystal supposedly enables the person to see a series of pictures of what is taking place or 

will take place, thus enabling him to peer into the unknown 

 It is most often answers provided are just the product of good guessing and a rich imagination 

on the part of the diviner.  In a few cases, genuine occultic involvement appears to take place 

 Psychometry 

 This consists of a person holding some material object of another in his hands and having the 

ability to make statements and identify characteristics of the owner of the article. 

 In conclusion, there are many different names for fortunetellers or mediums.  By whatever name, 

they are completely condemned by Scripture.   

Ouija Boards 

 One of the most popular occultic items is the Ouija board 

 Those who use them claim that they are instruments for communication with the spirits of the dead.  

The common feature of all its varieties is that an object moves under the hand of the medium, and 

one of its corners, or a pointer attached to it, spells out messages by successively pointing to letters 

of the alphabet marked on a board which is part of the instrument. 

 It is considered by some as nothing more than a party game  

 Others believe that using it can reveal hidden things in the subconscious 

 Others believe the source of any information is demonic 

 The Ouija board is not a plaything.  It is another tool often used by Satan to get people to look 

somewhere else besides to Jesus Christ for the answers of life.  Whether supernatural forces are at 

work or not, if the person using the Ouija board thinks the supernatural is at work, he will then 

employ it rather than looking to God for ultimate answers. 
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Spiritism 

 The oldest form of counterfeit religion known to man 

 A secular author defined it this way: It is the science, philosophy, and religion of continuous life, 

based upon the demonstrated fact of communication, by means of mediumship, with those who live 

in the spirit world. It rejects the idea of physical reincarnation, but teaches that death is a new birth 

into a spiritual body, without any change in individuality and character, and without impairment of 

memory 

 The main idea behind spiritism is that the spirits of the dead have the capacity to communicate with 

people here on earth through mediums, individuals who act as intermediaries between the material 

and spirit world 

 Mediums usually claim to have a spirit-guide who is their initial and primary contact in the spirit 

world.  The spirit-guide supposedly puts the medium in contact with the spirits of the departed 

ones.  The sessions conducted by the medium are known as séances. 

 This is foretelling the future with, supposedly, the aid of the dead; during the séance, the lights are 

dimmed, the medium goes into a trance and becomes possessed.  That is to say, her spirit leaves her 

body, which is taken by another.  With possession the personality of the medium changes.  Voice, 

mannerisms, etc. all change in the medium.  

 The main object of the séance is for members of the 

audience either to ask the spirit, who is presumed to 

be possessing the medium, about the future, or to 

secure news, either directly or through the possessing 

spirit, of people dear to them who are dead 

 Although we believe the great majority of things which 

happen during a séance can be rationally explained as 

deception, we also believe that supernatural 

manifestation sometimes occurs. 

 Can the dead communicate with the living? 

 It is not possible according to the Scriptures to 

contact the spirits of the dead.  See the story Jesus told of a man named Lazarus who died and 

went to heaven in Luke 16. 

 The passage indicates that the dead are not allowed to speak to the living on any matter. 

 What about 1 Samuel 28, where the spirit of Samuel appears? 

 The medium used was as surprised as anyone that his spirit appeared 

 The Bible clearly indicates that it was Samuel 

 The Bible teaches that men have no power to call up dead spirits, yet Samuel did appear 

 One concludes that it was God who chose to raise up Samuel for this one occasion for His 

purposes, and there was no doubt who it was.  Neither the powers of darkness (the medium in 

the story) nor the poor representation of the Kingdom of Light (King Saul) had any doubt as to 

the identity of who appeared. 

 God always does as He chooses in this area, just as He chose to bring back Moses and Elijah on 

the Mount of Transfiguration. 

Sources: 
Handbook of Today’s Religions by Josh McDowell & 
Don Stewart 
Nelson’s Illustrated Guide to Religions, edited by 
James A. Beverley 
World Religions and What People Believe by Bryan 
McAnally 
So What’s the Difference? by Fritz Ridenour 
The Kingdom of the Cults by Walter Martin 


